
Cities of Italy 

 

 

A Map of the cities we visited while in Italy. Florence was 

the northern most city we visited. Rome, just off the 

bottom of the map, was the most southern city. We drove 

everywhere. However we did take the train from Assisi to 

Florence and from Assisi to Rome. 

 

Florence, San Gimignano, Siena, Montepulciano and Pienza 

were cities in Tuscany. The others on the map were in 

Umbria. Most were walled hill towns dating back to the 

Middle Ages. The size of the print in no way relates to the 

size of the town. 

 



Italian Caper Aug 27-Oct 2, 2005 

 

It has been a long time dream of mine to spend a month at a 

villa in Tuscany, and be immersed in the local culture, food 

and wine. The reality was more like 35 days with an 

apartment in Assisi, Umbria, a province bordering Tuscany. 

There were three of us on this caper, Diane a long time 

friend, avid traveller, good organiser and connoisseur of art, 

RK a retired priest friend from Saginaw. He and I taught in 

the same school in Yakima and later worked together at the 

University of Asmara in Eritrea, Ethiopia. I suspect he owns 

every worthwhile art book ever produced. Even if only by 

osmosis I was bound to learn the culture, history and art of 

the area. I was not disappointed. 

 

Diane and I flew from Wellington via Auckland to Singapore 

on Air New Zealand and then after a layover of 5 hours onto 

Rome on Air Singapore. Air Singapore has to be the best 

airline I have ever flown with. Good old-fashioned service 

without being intrusive. The crew, smartly dressed in 

Singaporean livery, were friendly and courteous. Singapore 

Air still provides service that many carriers over the Pacific 

used to do. Some examples of this service are meal menus, 

wine lists, hot towels before each meal, constantly 

circulating with ice water with a bit of lemon in it. There 

were several choices of meals even in economy class. The 

plane was spotless. The crew picked up any rubbish which 

fell onto the floor. On many recent flights I have been on, 

cabin crew just step over such floor rubbish. It is the job 



of the cleaners to tidy up the cabin floor upon landing. The 

lavatories were serviced by the crew during the flight. So 

often the toilets get a bit grubby after a very long flight. 

Not the case here. Of course the plane had all the latest 

electronic gadgetry. I think in business class you could plug 

a laptop into power and surf the web and send and receive 

email. Still in zoo class we had 60 movies a number of old 

favourite TV series, all on demand, games and many musical 

channels. The screens were individual, located in the back of 

each seat. Clever and useful was a fold out cup holder next 

to the TV screen so the tray table did not have to be down. 

One felt more spacious with that arrangement. There was 

also a special pocket in the back of the seat for safely 

stowing your spectacles. The movies etc. on demand could be 

paused for toilet breaks or chitchat so you never missed 

anything. The headsets were very comfortable and never 

felt hot. The seats were a bit wider and further apart than 

some others I can remember. I spent much of the 12 hour 

flight like a youngster scrolling through all the menus to 

search out the various choices.. There was a magazine 

available to explain everything too.  

 

There was no immigration or paper work required to land at 

Singapore Airport nor any entry procedures. That airport is 

something to behold. First it is huge. It contains shops of all 

descriptions and plenty of eating and drinking places. You 

can even take a room in the hotel located in the secure area. 

We did take rooms on the way home as there was a 12 hour 

layover between flights. Also there were free tours from 



the secure part of the airport into town. No customs 

involved. Very forward thinking. Within the airport there 

were plenty of computers with free Internet connections. 

Also there were booths to charge your phones and places to 

plug in your own computer if you wished. The airport was 

also wireless for Internet connections. Diane’s laptop has 

wireless capability. I did think drinks and food were 

expensive. 

 

We arrived at the Rome airport in the morning about an 

hour before RK arrived, coming from the US via Amsterdam. 

So we met up as he came out of customs. Interestingly 

there was no immigration paper work to fill out on the plane 

landing in Rome either, just the customary passport and 

baggage check after deplaning. There was no check for 

anything when landing in Singapore as the luggage was 

checked through. Passport check was unnecessary as we 

were in the secure part of the airport. The only passport 

check was getting on the plane to leave along with hand 

luggage x-rayed etc.  

 

At the Rome airport, we caught a train from a station 

located in the airport to the central train station in Rome. 

It was crowded and a bit of a harried experience, RK was 

travelling heavy, like a maharaja with all his possessions. 

There was not as much English spoken even in the airport as 

I thought there might be. I was able to help RK with his 

bags as my luggage was lost. It went directly from Auckland 

to London. Eventually I found an office in the Rome Airport 



that looked after lost luggage. The girl spoke enough English 

to sort the problem. I received a little travel pack with a 

large white tee shirt, a razor, soap, toothbrush, toothpaste 

and hair brush with a mirror. Also was given $70 Euros for 

the inconvenience, courtesy of Air Singapore and treated to 

a nice smile. The luggage, she said, would be delivered to 

Assisi address in three days... Actually it took nearly five 

and was not easy as she made out. The transport company 

which was delivering it, phoned several times but I couldn’t 

understand Italian and they didn’t understand English. 

Eventually the bag arrived. Thankfully RK had so many 

clothes, I got a pair walking shorts and a shirt from him to 

wear in the meantime. There was a washer and dryer in the 

apartment so being without luggage was not much of a 

bother. The important items and cameras were in my carry 

on. 

 

Arriving at the downtown Rome train station was also a bit 

traumatic, it was hot, a long walk, with more things to carry 

than we could easily manage, huge crowds also with lots of 

luggage and the walkways were narrow. At one point we were 

immobilized by a fracas between the folks ahead of us. 

There was tension between those trying to get off the train 

and those trying to get on. The walkway was not wide enough 

for everyone and their luggage too. However in about 10 

minutes that situation melted away. Many Italian 

conversations seem fractious and then soon everyone shakes 

hands and move on. Then it turned out we were waiting on 

the wrong platform for the train to Assisi. Someone at the 



station, without a bit of English spoken, finally encouraged 

us to move to the correct track number and even threw all 

our luggage into the carriage almost as the train was pulling 

out. We were a bit suspicious as no uniform etc. but it 

turned out he was a bone fide Samaritan. The trains there 

do go on time. Mussolini did one good thing for Italy. They 

guy that got us on the train was worth a bigger tip than I 

actually gave him.  

 

For trains in Italy you buy a ticket that is good for a couple 

of months but it has to be validated in a little yellow 

machine before getting on the train. Fines are applicable if 

the conductor comes around and you don’t have a validated 

ticket. That sounds simple but we had to try and find a 

validating box that worked and it was about time for the 

train to leave. The first four boxes we tried didn’t work. 

Despite all, the train trip to Assisi was very pleasant as not 

crowded and although we travelled 2nd class, was air 

conditioned. That 2 and 1/2 hour trip was much cheaper 

than the 30 minute train ride from the airport to town. 

Train travel in Italy is inexpensive and by in large an 

enjoyable experience. We always went 2nd class. Seats were 

not assigned. 

 

Took a taxi from the train station in Assisi to the 

apartment, called by Michael, the owner, Apartment Elena, 

after his mother. Sadly I took no internal pictures of it but 

it was excellent and well placed within Assisi, close to most 

things. It was furnished to sleep and feed 6. Three 



bedrooms, two full toilet, shower and tub areas and the 

kitchen was well equipped. Two shuttered windows opened 

out over the street. The flat was up one flight of stairs. 

There was a washer and dryer and extra fridge in another 

room, along with a vacuum cleaner, mops etc. There was TV 

but not satellite so the 6 free to air channels were all in 

Italian. I enjoyed watching the morning news and listening 

to Captain Guido Guidi do the weather. (a real Hollywood 

name huh?) Occasionally at night there was sport to watch 

after we had planned the next day’s trip or activity. 

Language is not necessary to watch a game of volley ball or 

basketball or soccer on TV. 

 

We found apartment Elena on the internet. It had only come 

onto the rental market in the previous March. The price for 

all that we got was pretty unbelievable. My share was 

$US17 a day. Heavens we couldn’t rent such a spacious place 

in downtown Wellington for that price. We rented also, a 4 

door air conditioned car for three weeks. Again my 1/3 

share of that was $US12 a day. We filled up the petrol tank 

4 times at about $US60 a pop. Diesel was more expensive 

than I expected. We drove a good 2000 miles over those 

three weeks. 

 

We ate breakfast and most evening meals in the flat, eating 

out in the evening only 3 times while in Assisi. Food and 

drink seemed very reasonably priced to me. Meals out could 

be expensive. Places called Trattorias (family restaurants 

with a limited menu) were the cheapest, then I think it was 



Osterias and finally Restaurants. We drank a lot of good 

local red and white wine usually about $US3-4 a bottle. 

Bread was sold by weight. Italian sausages are varied and 

yummy. The cheeses were a wonderful condiment to the 

meat. Veal was plentiful and tasty. The small butcher shop 

we frequented also made up veal meat-loaf and a variety of 

other partially prepared meats, some pastas too. I avoided 

the tripe when it was on offer. We bought most things 

fresh each day. There was a large supermarket at the 

bottom of the hill, a 15 minute drive, which we frequented 

while when we had the car. The supermarket trolleys were 

kept in covered bays in the parking lot. It took a Euro coin 

to get them out which you got back when you put the trolley 

back. Thought that was a good idea. There were no 

supermarket trolleys littering the surrounding streets. 

 

The first week we spent 

“doing” Assisi. The church 

for St. Francis is very 

impressive, built on 3 levels. 

The saint is buried in the 

crypt, the third level of this 

wonderful basilica 

 
View of Basilica  - photo taken from the Rocca 

 

There was a severe earthquake in that part of Italy in 1997. 

Most the buildings are now restored. Sadly some of the 

frescoes on the walls are missing parts. Some paintings are 



slowly and pains-takingly being redone. Some churches didn’t 

allow photos inside as was the case with this basilica.  

 

 

Our flat was just a 

stone’s throw from 

St. Clare’s church, 

the founder of the 

women side of 

Franciscans. She is 

also buried in the 

crypt of that church. 

 
The Church of St Chiara – photo taken from the Rocca 

 

The week without a car allowed me to watch how cars 

navigated the narrow streets and how the traffic flow 

worked inside a medieval walled city. Assisi also had a large 

underground car park not far from Apartment Elena. It 

offered a monthly card for easy entry and exit. That solved 

the parking problem which in these cities is a nightmare. So 

when we got the car, we were fearless about visiting other 

walled hill towns in Umbria, and a few in Tuscany. Umbrian 

hills are steeper than Tuscan hills which are more rolling and 

farmed right over the top. The Umbrian hills are too steep 

to farm on top. 

 

The speed limit on the major roads was interesting. In New 

Zealand, the government transport authority advertises 

heavily that anyone who breaks the open speed limit of 



100km/hr (62 mph) is a killer. The speed limit in Italy was 

110km/hr (68mph) on some roads and 130km/hr (80mph) on 

others. However the outside lane was deemed a fast lane 

and while we regularly would be going 80mph, we often were 

passed by big cars doing 100 to 110mph. New Zealand ought 

to send some of our social engineering types to Italy, we 

could send all of them as far as I am concerned. Of course 

to be fair the roads in Italy were divided, wide and straight 

where those speed limits were in force. New Zealand roads 

are not near as good. Tunnels were common on the Italian 

roads. The longest tunnel I drove through was 13km or 8 

miles. It seemed that everywhere we wanted to go required 

us to pass through Perugia, a city about 20km from Assisi. 

There were 8 tunnels on that stretch of road, often you 

could not see the light at the end when you entered. The 

Italians are great engineers and tunnellers.  

 

If you look at the photos on my web site there is one album 

with a sample of two or three photos from most of the 

walled cities that we visited.



I won’t describe all the 

various hill towns here. 

I guess after Assisi, 

one of my favourites 

however was Spello, 

which is just down the 

road from Assisi. We 

went there several 

times. 
Street in Spello 

 

We visited the following hill towns and sites: 

Arezzo 

Bevagna 

Cascia 

Citta della Pieva 

Collemincio 

Cortona 

Deruta 

Florence 

Foligno 

Gubbio 
Cortona – the one day it rained on us 

Lake Trasimeno 

Montefalco 

Norcia 

Orvieto 

Perugia 

Pienza 

Rome 



San Gimignano 

Siena 

Spoleto 

Spello 

Todi 

Trevi 

Urbino 

 

 
Urbino 

Because our lodging in Assisi was so reasonably priced, we 

didn’t hesitate to pack a shoulder bag and train up to 

Florence to stay a couple of nights in the heart of the city. 

Also we did the same in Rome, leaving a couple of days early 

to “do Rome” before boarding the plane for home.  

 

   The great square of Siena – Piazza del Campo 

 

Siena we drove too. Both Siena and Florence are jewels in 

the tourist’s crown, hence exceedingly crowded and not as 



enjoyable for me as the Umbrian towns were. Often for the 

main tourist sites, one had to wait 3 or more hours in line to 

enter important galleries or museums. Believe me we did 

very little of that sort of waiting, but as a result gave away 

seeing a few important or famous artworks too.  

 

 

 

The Great Church of Siena 

 

One day we went to Norcia (Umbria) which is famous for 

sausage and other small goods. That is also the city of birth 

for the twins Benedict and Scholastica, founders of the 

Benedictine orders. I think that day we were the only 

tourists in the whole city. Went into a shop to buy some of 

the famous small goods and the lights had to be turned on 

when we entered. The whole city was definitely not busy. 

What a contrast to the hordes of tourists in Florence and 

Siena. 



 

A lot of the history and things to see in each hill town 

revolved around a church or two and it’s place in history and 

the artwork that it contained. Will not go there in this 

writing. 

 

 

 

 

Site of the battle between Hannibal and the Roman Army 

 

But one place I will mention is the visit to Lake Trasimeno 

where Hannibal defeated the Romans after he crossed the 

Alps with his elephants. In Latin class, years ago, I 

remember reading about the battle but never thought I 

would see the area. Hannibal really tricked the Romans. 

There was an area north of the lake that was just a sliver of 

flat land next to the lake, surrounded by hills, that flat 

sliver was semicircular. The Roman army was approaching 

from the left side of the lake and came into this area. 

Hannibal had built fires on the farthest hills to indicate 

that was where his army was encamped. The Romans hurried 

along to catch him unawares, however Hannibal’s troops 

were hidden in the hills along the way and swooped down, 



killed 15,000 Romans in one go and later taking another 

12,000 captive. Then to ingratiate himself with the 

Umbrians, Hannibal let go any soldier captured who was not 

a Roman citizen. The Roman citizens he killed. However his 

campaign stalled further down the track and I think he 

returned to Carthage not able to say that he had defeated 

the Roman Empire. My knowledge of history is a bit shaky on 

that point. Was able to get a few photos of the area where 

the famous battle was fought. These days the lake has 

retreated quite a lot and the flat space is much wider than 

it was in antiquity. 

 

Rome was a bit of a rush. One afternoon after arrival, “did” 

the Forum and the Coliseum. Unfortunately there were no 

maps of the forum area available so have many pictures of 

what I am not sure. No entry fee however. There was a fee 

in 1970 when I visited then.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Forum        The Coliseum 

 

The second day in Rome was dedicated to the Vatican. Was 

about a 2 hour wait just to get in as everyone had to go 

through airport type security, x-ray machines etc. In 1970 

just walked up the stairs and straight in.  



 
St. Peters 

We also did a trip around the city in a double-decker, open 

top bus where you can get on and off at numerous stops. 

Actually went around twice as there was plenty to see and 

the commentary was excellent, and in the language of your 

choice. RK trained up to Rome with us but he stayed on for 

an additional week as his main interest is art.  

 

The train trip back to the airport was not crowded and a 

piece of cake considering the thrash upon our arrival. 

Eventually found the Singapore Airline check in counter and 

soon we were winging our way to Singapore. 

 

The flight from Rome was a daylight flight. Daylight flights 

are always better. What a disappointment to leave 

Singapore Air and board an Air New Zealand plane for the 

last 12 hours home. It was also a night flight. Our overhead 

lights could not be turned off, the sound didn’t work for 



movies or music, so we were given some really flash eye 

covers to help us sleep. I usually do sleep on the plane but 

not a wink on that long overnight hall from Singapore to 

Auckland. That return leg was one of the uglier flights I can 

ever remember. Air New Zealand has won lots of awards and 

is a decent company but this particular flight was one to 

forget. 

 

All in all it was a trip of a lifetime. Cost-wise, I’m 

encouraged to have another go, since transport, food 

lodging, touring etc came to about $US100 for each day 

away. Surprisingly $US48 of each $100 per day was for the 

air fare. We basically ate and drank what was on offer and 

travelled where ever we wanted within the Umbria/Tuscany 

area, paid the entrance fees etc. had a car... Used the train, 

taxis, including 4 nights in hotels, 2 in Florence, and 2 in 

Rome. The hotels were one star and two star respectively, 

but the rooms were clean and adequate with their own toilet 

and shower. 

 

We organised this whole caper over the 

internet. What are the odds of hooking 

up with an apartment property of the 

hundreds on offer, owned by a priest 

whose sister lives in Island Bay, a 

suburb of Wellington. Talk about a small 

world. Michael writes books and is on 

the papal commission for the Eucharist. 

His Italian was fluent of course, and his 



English was with a British accent. He left the apartment 

phone on for us too so we could have internet access while 

there with our trusty laptop computer. My cell phone 

worked fine in Italy, but anyone within Italy trying to call 

me had to route through New Zealand for the phone call. My 

calls within Italy were local calls.  

 

 

 

 

Collemincio 

 

When Michael’s mother died, he took his inheritance and 

bought this apartment in Assisi. He also had purchased a 

place in a little village of 6 houses, Collemincio, about 15 

miles up a valley out of Assisi. Collemincio was originally a 

castle. Over the years it had been subdivided into 6 houses. 

Some of the castle walls had been knocked down to create 

space between the houses. Michael has been living there for 

about 17 years. The first 6 months after moving in, he said 

he had no electricity, water, or heating... Definitely not my 

style, I might add. We had dinner there one evening.  



Of course now he has electricity, water and gas for cooking 
and heating and importantly plumbing.  

RK and Michael in the kitchen - Collemincio 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dinner at Collemincio – Diane, Darrel, Michael 



The walls of the house are 3 to 5 feet thick. He is thinking 

about over wintering in Assisi in apartment Elena as 

Collemincio can get snowed in for a couple of months each 

year. There is a church there with 6 people attending daily 

mass.  
 

 

St. Peters in Collemincio 

 

Another interesting bit is the rectory. A Greek Nun lives 

there. Michael never used her name, just referred to her as 

the “Greek nun”. She looks after cleaning the church and in 

return the bishop gives her free lodging. Otherwise she has 

no income and depends for food on what folks in the area 

give her. She seems to get along okay, however we never 

met this shadowy and mysterious person. 


